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Acts 17 provides one of the best examples of Paul engaging in apologetics in the
New Testament. Rick Wade shows how Paul finds a point of contact with people
to get a hearing.

The Apologist Paul
When we think of a biblical basis for apologetics, we typically think of Peter’s
brief comments about defending the faith in 1 Pet. 3:15. We don’t typically think
of Paul as an apologist. But in his letter to the church at Philippi, Paul said that
they were “partakers with [him] in the defense and confirmation of the faith” (1:7;
see also v.16). Apologetics was a significant aspect of Paul’s ministry.
An event that has received a great amount of attention in the study of Paul’s
ministry is his address to the Areopagus in Athens, recorded in Acts 17: 16-34.
That address will be my topic in this article. Maybe we can be encouraged by
Paul’s example to speak out for Christ the way he did.
Athens was a still a significant city in Paul’s day. Although not so much a major
political power, it retained its prestige for its cultural and intellectual
achievements.{1} What we see today as the art treasures of the ancient world,
however, Paul saw as images of gods and places for their worship. And there were
a lot of them.
Being provoked by this in his spirit, Paul began telling people about Jesus. He
made his way to the synagogue as he had done in various cities before.{2} There
he bore witness to Jews and to God-fearing Gentiles.

He also went to the Agora—the marketplace—to talk with the citizens of
Athens.{3} Among them were Epicurean and Stoic philosophers. After hearing
him for a bit, the philosophers started calling Paul a “babbler,” a term of derision
that meant literally “seed picker.” F. F. Bruce wrote that “[this word] was used of
one who picked up scraps of learning here and there and purveyed them where
he could.”{4}
Peddlers of strange new religious beliefs were fairly common in those days. But
this was a risky thing to do. It was unlawful to teach the worship of gods that
hadn’t been officially authorized.{5} Not long before this event, Paul was dragged
into the marketplace in Philippi for “advocating customs unlawful for . . . Romans
to accept or practice” (Acts 16:19-21). Eventually the people of Athens took Paul
to the Areopagus, a powerful court which had authority in matters of religion and
philosophy.{6} They wanted to know about these strange new ideas he was
presenting.
Paul had the opportunity to tell the highest religious and philosophical body in
Athens about the true God.

Greek Religion
As Paul looked around the city of Athens, his spirit was provoked within him. The
people of Athens had surrounded themselves with idols that obscured the reality
of the one true God.
Other historical writings affirm the prominence of religion in Athens. For
example, a second century writer named Pausanius claimed that “the Athenians
are far more devoted to religion than other men.”{7} His description of Athens
names statue after statue, temple after temple. There were statues of gods
everywhere, even on the mountains. There were temples built to Athena,
Poseidon, Hephaestus, Zeus, Artemis, Ares, and more.

Paul spoke of the altar to the unknown god (Acts 17:23).There were quite a few
such altars in those days. The late New Testament scholar, Bertil Gärtner, wrote
that these altars were erected “either because an unknown god was considered
the author of tribulations or good fortune, or because men feared to pass over
some deity.”{8}
Greco-Roman religion was mainly about myth and ritual. Myths were the religious
explanations of life and the world, and rituals were reenactments of them.
Religion was mostly about appeasing the gods with the proper sacrifices to gain
their favor and avoid their wrath.
Although morality wasn’t closely associated with religion, that isn’t to say that the
way one lived was irrelevant.{9} As described in Virgil’s Aeneid, the souls of the
dead were led by the god Hermes to the depths of the earth to await the decision
about their eternal place. The guilty were sent to “dark Tartarus.” The pious went
to the Elysian Fields.{10} In later years, the place of the blessed souls was said to
be in the celestial realm. The afterlife, however, was still one of a shadowy
existence.
There was no sacred/profane distinction in the Greco-Roman world; religion was
not only a part of everyday life, it was integral to all the rest. Because of that,
Christianity was not just a threat to religious belief; it threatened to upset all of
culture. This is why Paul ran into such harsh opposition not only in Athens but
also in Lystra and Philippi and Ephesus.
We live in a pluralistic society today. So did the apostles. But this did not stop the
spread of the gospel. As we see at the end of Acts 17, some people did abandon
their pluralism for faith in the one true God.

Epicureanism
When Paul went to the Agora in Athens to tell people about Jesus, he encountered

some Epicurean and Stoic philosophers.
Epicureanism and Stoicism had “an influence that eclipsed that of all rival
[philosophical] schools.”{11} The late British scholar Christopher Stead wrote
that they “offered a practical policy for ordering one’s life which could appeal to
the ordinary man. It has been argued that this was especially needed in the
disorientation caused by the decline of the Greek city-states in the face of
Alexander’s empire.”{12}
The school of Epicureanism was founded by Epicurus in the fourth century BC.
His primary goal was to help people find happiness and peace of mind. He taught
that a happy life is one in which pleasure predominates. These pleasures
shouldn’t, however, cause any harm or discomfort. They aren’t found in a life of
debauchery. Drinking and revelry just bring pain and confusion.{13} Pleasure
was to be found in living a peaceful life in the company of like-minded friends.
The intellectual pleasures of contemplation were the highest, because they could
be experienced even if the body suffered.
There was more to Epicureanism than simply a lifestyle, however. Epicureans
held two basic beliefs which stand in stark contrast to the message Paul preached
to the Areopagus. These beliefs were thought to provide the basis for a tranquil
life.
First, although Epicureans believed in the existence of the gods, they believed the
gods had no interest in the affairs of people. Epicurus taught that the gods were
very much like the Epicureans; they were examples of the ideal tranquil life.
Although Epicureans might participate in religious ceremonies and “honour the
gods for their excellence,”{14} they didn’t seek the gods’ favor through sacrifice.
A second key belief was the denial of the afterlife. Epicurus taught that after
death comes extinction. According to their cosmogony, the world was created
when atoms, falling through space, began to collide and form bodies. Like the
heavenly bodies, we also are merely material beings. When we die, our material

bodies decay and we no longer exist.{15} Thus, there was no fear of judgment in
an afterlife.

Stoicism
As Paul mingled with the people in the Athenian Agora, he spoke not only with
Epicureans, but with Stoics as well.
Stoicism was a school of philosophy founded by Zeno of Cyprus who lived from
335 to 263 BC. During a time of political instability, Stoicism “provided a means
for maintaining tranquility amid the struggles of life.”{16} As with Epicurus,
freedom from fear was a motivating force in Zeno’s thought.{17}
What did the Stoics believe that released them from fear? Stoicism changed over
the centuries, but this is a good general description.
While the Epicureans believed the gods didn’t get involved in the affairs of people
on earth, Stoics denied the existence of personal gods altogether.
Stoics believed the universe began with fire that differentiated itself into the
other basic elements of water, air, and earth. The universe was composed purely
of matter. The coarser matter made up the physical bodies we see. The finer
matter was defused throughout everything and held everything together. This
they called logos (reason) or sometimes breath or spirit or even fire. The idea of
logos meant there was a rational principle operating in the universe.
Because the universe was thought to be ordered by an inbuilt principle and not by
a mind, Stoics were deterministic. This raises a question, though. If everything
was determined, what would that mean for ethics? Virtue was of supreme
importance for Stoics. How could one choose the good if one’s actions are
determined? One answer given was this: while people had the freedom to choose,
the universe would do what it was determined to do. But if one wanted to live

well, one had to live rationally in keeping with the rational order of the universe.
To do otherwise was to make oneself miserable.
Some Stoics believed that the universe would one day erupt in a great fire from
which would come another universe. Others thought the universe was eternal.
Some believed that in future universes, people would repeat their lives over and
over. Others believed that death was the end of a person’s existence. In either
case, there was no immortality as we understand it.
Thus, Stoics sought peace in their troubled times by denying the existence of
meddlesome gods and an afterlife that would bring judgment.

Paul’s Speech
When Paul was allowed to speak before the Areopagus, he made a strategic move.
By pointing to the altar to the unknown god, and later referring to the comments
of the Greeks’ own poets, he averted the charge of introducing new gods. At least
on the surface!
Having brought their admitted ignorance to light, Paul told them about the true
God. His declaration that a personal God made the heavens and the earth was a
direct challenge to the Epicureans and Stoics. His announcement that God didn’t
live in temples or need the service of people was a challenge to the practices of
the religious Greeks.
Paul told them that God wasn’t far off and unknown. The phrase “in him we live,
and move, and have our being,” which refers to Zeus, likely comes from
Epimenides of Crete. The line, “we are his offspring,” is found in a poem by
Aratus.{18} Paul wasn’t equating Zeus with God, but was telling them which God
they were really near to.
Then Paul delivered a charge to the people. God was overlooking their time of

ignorance and calling them to repent.{19} This was more than simply a call to a
virtuous life as with the philosophers or a call to perform the required sacrifices
to the gods. This repentance was necessary, Paul said, for God has set a time to
judge the world through His appointed man, and that judgment is assured by the
raising of that man from the dead. (2:26)
This was too much for the people of Athens for a few reasons. First, Paul
presented an entirely different cosmology. History, he told them, was bound by
the creation of God on one end and the judgment of God on the other. Second,
there was no room for a historical resurrection in Greek thought. The dyings and
risings of their gods didn’t occur in space-time history.
By attacking the Greeks’ religion, Paul attacked the foundations of their whole
cultural structure. New Testament scholar Kavin Rowe writes that, because
religion was so interwoven with the rest of life, Paul’s visit to Athens –and to
Lystra, Philippi, and Ephesus as well—“[displays] . . . the collision between two
different ways of life.”{20}
The gospel we proclaim doesn’t just lay claim to our religious beliefs. It affects
our entire lives. Paul knew what was central to the Greeks, what was the core
issue that had to be addressed. Likewise, we need to know the fundamental
worldview beliefs of our neighbors and how to address them with an approach
that will get us a hearing.
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